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Abstract
Let X be a smooth projective curve defined over C whose genus is
greater than one. We will generalize the Hitchin’s hamiltonian system to
the cotangent bundle of the modular stack of principal SL2(C) bundle
with parabolic reductions on X. Also its properties will be investigated.
As an application, we will show a generalization of the Beilinson-Drinfeld
isomorphism, which is a quantization of the Hitchin system.
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1 Introduction
Let X be a connected smooth projective curve defined over C. Suppose we are
given a local system of rank one L on X . Then it determines a representation
π1(X, x0)
ρL
−→ C×,
which factors through the maximal abelian quotient of the fundamental group
H1(X, Z). If we identify H1(X, Z) with the fundamental group of the Jaco-
bian Jac(X), ρL defines a local system ML of rank one on Jac(X). Such a
correspondence should be considered as a geometric abelian class field theory.
In order to pass to a nonabelian situation, we have to change a point of
view to understand this phenomenon ([8]). The local system L defines a flat
connection
∇ = d + A, A ∈ H0(X, Ω),
where Ω is the canonical line bundle of X . Note that the cotangent bundle
T ∗Jac(X) is the trivial vector bundle, which may be identified with
Jac(X)×H0(X, Ω).
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Let us observe that the projection
T ∗Jac(X)
p
−→ H0(X, Ω)
induces an isomorphism of the global coordinate rings:
Γ(H0(X, Ω), O)
p∗
≃ Γ(T ∗Jac(X), O).
On the other hand, one easily see that the ring of global differential operators
D(Jac(X)) on the Jacobian is isomorphic to Γ(T ∗Jac(X), O) by the symbol
map. Combining this with the isomorphism above, we obtain
Γ(H0(X, Ω), O) ≃ D(Jac(X)).
Now the connection form A determines a homomorphism
D(Jac(X)) ≃ Γ(H0(X, Ω), O)
fA
−→ C,
which yields a D-module MA on Jac(X):
MA = DJac(X) ⊗D(Jac(X)) C.
Here DJac(X) is the sheaf of differential operators on the Jacobian. Then MA
corresponds to the local system ML.
The latter picture has the following nonabelization due to Beilinson and
Drinfeld ([3]). LetG be a semisimple Lie group and let BunG,X be the classifying
stack of principal G-bundles on X . Hitchin has defined a map which is referred
as the Hitchin’s hamiltonian system ([11]):
T ∗BunG,X
h
−→ HG.
Here HG is an affine space which depends on G. Note that the map h corre-
sponds to the projection p in the geometric abelian class field theory. Beilin-
son and Drinfeld have quantized the Hitchin’s system. Namely they have con-
structed an isomorphism between the ring of global differential operators on
a half canonical of BunG,X and the global coordinate ring of HG. Using it,
they have established unramified geometric nonabelian class field theory, which
assigns a holonomic D-module on BunG,X to an element of HG.
We will treat a case of which a local system is allowed to be ramified at
several points. We will restrict ourselves to the case that G is SL2(C).
Let {z1, · · · , zN} be distinct points on X and let us form a divisor
D =
N∑
i=1
zi.
We assume that the degree of the line bundle Ω(D) is positive. We will consider
the classifying stack BunD−flG,X of principal G-bundles with D-flags on X (see §2).
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In §3, for λ = (λ1, · · · , λN ) ∈ Z
N , we will construct a sheaf of twisted differential
operators D′D−fl,λ on Bun
D−fl
G,X . Let D
′
D−fl,λ be the ring of its global sections.
Then we will show the following theorem (see §5).
Theorem 1.1. There is a isomorphism of C-algebras:
Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)
hλ
≃ D′D−fl,λ.
When X is the projective line, Theorem 1.1 has been already established
by Frenkel ([6]). As before, this will establish a geometric ramified nonabelian
class field theory in the case of SL2(C), which assigns a holonomic D-module on
BunD−flG,X to an element of H
0(X, Ω⊗2(D)) (see §5). It is conjectured that the
D-module should be regular holonomic and moreover that it should be a Hecke
eigensheaf. We will treat the conjecture in the near furure.
Throughout the paper, we set G = SL2(C) and its Lie algebra will be
denoted by G.
2 The Hitchin system for principal G bundles
with D-flags
Let X be a connected smooth projective curve defined over C of genus g. Let
{z1, · · · , zN} be mutually distinct points of X and we set
D =
N∑
i=1
zi ∈ Div(X).
We will always assume that the degree of both of Ω(D) and O(D) are positive.
Here Ω is the canonival line bundle of X . We will choose and fix a local coordi-
nate ti at each zi. In this section, we will study basic properties of the modular
stack of principal G bundles with D-flags. See [12], [14] or [15] for a treatment
of stacks.
2.1 The modular stack of principal G bundles with D-flags
Let P be a principal G-bundle on X . A D-flag of P is defined to be an N -tuple
{B1, · · · , BN},
where Bi is a Borel subgroup of P |zi . Let Aff/C,et be the category of affine
schemes defined over C with the e´tale topology. We will consider the modular
stack
BunD−flG,X
over Aff/C,et which classifies principal G-bundles on X endowed with D-flags.
It is a smooth stack of dimension 3(g− 1) +N and has the following structure.
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Note that since we have assumed that degree of Ω(D) is positive, 3(g − 1) +N
is nonnegative.
Let BunG,X be the modular stack on Aff/C,et which classifies principal G-
bundles on X . Forgetting D-flags, we have a morphism
BunD−flG,X
π
−→ BunG,X ,
which makes BunD−flG,X into a (P
1)N -fibration over BunG,X . Since BunG,X is
connected and smooth, BunD−flG,X is also connected.
2.2 The cotangent bundle of Bun
D−fl
G,x
We will study the cotangent space of BunD−flG,X at (P, {Bi}i). Let Bi be the
Lie algebra of Bi and we set Ni = G/Bi, which will be regarded as a nilpotent
subalgebra of G. We will consider a skyscraper sheaf supported on Supp(D):
GD = G
⊕N ,
and its subsheaves
BD = ⊕
N
i=1Bi, ND = ⊕
N
i=1Ni.
Let adP (G) be the adjoint G-bundle associated to P . A sheaf BP,D is defined
to be
BP,D = Ker[adP (G)
evD−→ ND].
Here evD is the composition of the evaluation map at D:
adP (G) −→ GD
with the natural projection onto ND. Note that we have the following commu-
tative diagram:
0 → adP (G)(−D) → adP (G) → GD → 0
↓ ‖ ↓
0 → BP,D → adP (G) → ND → 0.
(1)
such that the horizontal sequences are exact. By the deformation theory, the
tangent space of BunD−flG,X at (P, {Bi}i) is isomorphic to H
1(X, BP,D). There-
fore by the Serre duality, the cotangent space is identified with
H0(X, HomOX (BP,D,OX)⊗OX ΩX).
We want to rewrite this more convenient form.
By the snake lamma, (1) shows
Coker[adP (G)(−D) −→ BP,D]
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is isomorphic to BD, which implies an exact seqence
0→ adP (G)(−D)→ BP,D → BD → 0. (2)
By the Killing form, we will identifyHomOX (adP (G)(−D),OX) with adP (G)(D).
Then (2) implies
0→ HomOX (BP,D,OX)⊗OXΩX → adP (G)(D)⊗OXΩX → Ext
1
OX (BD,OX)⊗OXΩX → 0.
The residue map shows us that the last term is isomorphic to BD and therefore
we have
0→ HomOX (BP,D,OX)⊗OX ΩX → adP (G)(D) ⊗OX ΩX → BD → 0.
Thus we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. The cotangent space T ∗(P,{Bi}i)Bun
D−fl
G,X is isomorphic to
Ker[H0(X, adP (G)(D) ⊗OX ΩX)
Res
−→ BD].
Remark 2.1. Using the snake lemma, the commutative diagram whose the
middle and all horizontal lines are exact:
0
↓
adP (G)⊗OX ΩX
↓
0 → HomOX (BP,D,OX)⊗OX ΩX → adP (G)(D) ⊗OX ΩX
Res
→ BD ⊗OX ΩX → 0
↓ ↓ ‖
0 → ND ⊗OX ΩX → GD ⊗OX ΩX → BD ⊗OX ΩX → 0
↓
0
shows that there is an exact sequence
0→ adP (G)⊗OX ΩX → HomOX (BP,D,OX)⊗OX ΩX → ND ⊗OX ΩX → 0.
2.3 The Hitchin’s hamiltonian system
Proposition 2.1 shows T ∗(P,{Bi}i)Bun
D−fl
G,X may be identified a subspace of
H0(X, adP (G)(D) ⊗OX ΩX)
which consists of A which has a Taylor expansion at each zi:
A =
(
ai(ti) bi(ti)
ci(ti) −ai(ti)
)
dti
ti
, ai(ti), bi(ti), ci(ti) ∈ C[[ti]],
satisfying (
ai(0) bi(0)
ci(0) −ai(0)
)
∈ Ni.
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In particular for A ∈ T ∗(P,{Bi}i)Bun
D−fl
G,X , we have
detA ∈ H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)),
and when (P, {Bi}i) moves over Bun
D−fl
G,X , the determinant defines a morphism
which will be referred as the Hitchin’s hamiltonian system([11]):
T ∗BunD−flG,X
h
−→ H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)).
Remark 2.2. By the Riemann-Roch theorem the dimension of H0(X, Ω⊗2(D))
is 3(g − 1) +N , which is equal to one of BunD−flG,X .
Note that T ∗BunD−flG,X possesses the canonical symplectic form. Remark 2.2
makes us expect the Hitchin’s hamiltonian system should be an algebraically
complete integrable system. We will show this is true.
The inverse image h−1(0) will be referred as the Laumon’s glogal nilpotent
variety([13]) and will be denoted by Nilp.
Proposition 2.2. Nilp is a Lagrangian subvariety of T ∗BunD−flG,X .
In order to prove the proposition, we will follow the argument of Ginzburg([10]).
Let us fix a Borel subgroup B of G and let P be a principal B-bundle on X . By
the extension of the structure group we may associate it a principal G-bundle
PG:
PG = P ×B G.
Note that the natural inclusion
P →֒ PG
yields a D-flag by
P |zi →֒ PG|zi .
Let BunB,X be the modular stack of principal B-bundles on X . The argument
above shows that we have a morphism
BunB,X
f
−→ BunD−flG,X .
Now we will consider a substack
Yf = {((P, α), (Q, β)) ∈ T
∗BunB,X × T
∗BunD−flG,X | f(P ) = Q, f
∗(β) = 0},
and let p(Yf ) be its image under the natural projection
T ∗BunB,X × T
∗BunD−flG,X
p
−→ T ∗BunD−flG,X .
Lemma 2.1.
p(Yf ) = Nilp.
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Proof. Let B be the Borel subalgebra corresponding to B and let N be its
nilpotent ideal. Then it defines a normal subgroup N of B. Let
Yf
π
−→ BunB,X
be a morphism which is defined to be
π((P, α), (Q, β)) = P.
Then the inverse image π−1(P ) of P ∈ BunB,X is isomorphic to
Ker[T ∗f(P )Bun
D−fl
G,X
f∗
−→ T ∗PBunB,X ].
We will abbreviate
Hi(·) = Hi(X, ·),
and
· ⊗ ΩX = · ⊗OX ΩX .
Let us consider the diagram:
0 0
↓ ↓
T ∗f(P )Bun
D−fl
G,X
f∗
→ T ∗PBunB,X
↓ ↓
0 → H0(adP (N)(D) ⊗ ΩX) → H
0(adP (G)(D)⊗ ΩX) → H
0(adP (B)(D) ⊗ ΩX) → 0
↓ ↓
BD
id
= BD
The rightdown vertical arrow is induced by the residue map. By the standard
deformation theory, we have identified
T ∗PBunB,X
with
H0(adP (B)⊗ ΩX).
and the right vertical sequence is exact. Proposition 2.1 shows that the middle
vertical sequence is exact. Finally the middle horizontal sequence is also exact,
which is derived from the sheaf exact sequence
0→ adP (N)(D)⊗ ΩX → adP (G)(D) ⊗ ΩX → adP (B)(D) ⊗ ΩX → 0,
and by the fact
H1(adP (N)(D) ⊗ ΩX) = 0.
The diagram chasing shows that
T ∗f(P )Bun
D−fl
G,X
f∗
−→ T ∗PBunB,X
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is surjective and that π−1(P ) is isomorphic to
H0(adP (N)(D) ⊗ ΩX).
Hence p(Yf ) is a stack of pairs (Q, η) of principal G-bundles Q which is induced
from a principal B-bundle P and η ∈ H0(adP (N)(D) ⊗ ΩX), which is nothing
but Nilp.
△
Proof of Proposition 2.2. It is known by Ginzburg (cf. [10] Lemma 6.5.4)
that p(Yf ) is isotropic. Thus Lemma 2.1 shows the dimension of Nilp is less
than or equal to 3(g − 1) +N . But Remark 2.2 implies
dimNilp ≥ 3(g − 1) +N.
Therefore we have obtained the desired result.
△
The argument of (2.10.1) of [3] implies the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The Hichtin’s hamiltonian system
T ∗BunD−flG,X
h
−→ H0(X, Ω⊗2(D))
is surjective and flat. In particular the dimension of fibres are 3(g − 1) +N .
2.4 The Hitchin’s correspondence
We put
L = ΩX(D)
and let
L
π
−→ X
be the A1-fibration associated to L. Then the line bundle π∗L possesses the
tautological section x. An element q of H0(X, L⊗2) determines a spectral curve
Σq, which is a closed subscheme of L defined by the equation:
x2 + π∗q = 0.
This is a double covering of X and its genus g(Σq) is computed by the formula
of [1] Remark 3.2:
g(Σq) = 4g − 3 +N. (3)
Let Prym(Σq/X) be the Prym variety of the double covering Σq
π
→ X :
Prym(Σq/X) = Ker[Jac(Σq)
π∗−→ Jac(X)].
Here Jac denotes the Jacobian variety. The formula (3) shows the dimension
of Prym(Σq/X) is equal to 3(g − 1) +N . Also it has the following remarkable
property([1][11]).
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Fact 2.1. Suppoose Σq is smooth. Then there is a bijection between
Prym(Σq/X)
and isomorphism classes of pairs (E, ϕ) where E is a vector bundle of rank 2
over X with the trivial determinant and ϕ is a element of H0(X, EndOX (E)⊗L)
such that
det(t− ϕ) = t2 + q.
Such a bijection will be referred as the Hitchin’s correspondence. We will re-
gardH0(X, Ω⊗2X (D)) as a subset ofH
0(X, L⊗2). Let us take q ∈ H0(X, Ω⊗2X (D))
so that Σq is smooth and that the value of ti · q at each zi is non-zero.
Proposition 2.3. There is a bijection between h−1(q) and Prym(Σq/X).
Proof. h−1(q) consists of isomorphism classes of pairs
((P, {Bi}i), α)
where (P, {Bi}i) is a principal G-bundle on X with a D-flag and
α ∈ Ker[H0(X, adP (G) ⊗ L)
Res
−→ BD].
We claim that A ∈ H0(X, adP (G) ⊗ L) satisfying
detA = q
will automatically determine Borel subgroups {Bi}i so that A is contained in
Ker[H0(X, adP (G)⊗ L)
Res
−→ BD]. (4)
In fact, let
A =
(
ai(ti) bi(ti)
ci(ti) −ai(ti)
)
dti
ti
, ai(ti), bi(ti), ci(ti) ∈ C[[ti]],
be the Taylor expansion of A at zi and we put
Ai =
(
ai(0) bi(0)
ci(0) −ai(0)
)
.
Since detA has at most single pole at zi, detAi vanishes. The assumption of
residue of q implies Ai is a non-zero nilpotent matrix. Now using the Killing
form a Borel subalgebra Bi is defined to be the orthogonal complement of Ai
and let Bi be the corresponding Borel subgroup. Now it is easy to see that A
is contained in (4). Thus we have proved there is one to one correspondence
between h−1(q) and isomorphism classes of pairs of a principal G-bundle P on
X and A ∈ H0(X, adP (G)⊗ L) satisfying
detA = q.
Now the natural correspondence between isomorphism classes of principal G-
bundles on X and of rank 2 vector bundles on X with the trivial determinant
and Fact 2.1 imply the desired result.
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△Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.3 will show the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The Hichtin’s hamiltonian system
T ∗BunD−flG,X
h
−→ H0(X, Ω⊗2(D))
is surjective and flat. Moreover there is a Zariski open dense subset U of
H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)) over which h is an abelian fibration.
Corollary 2.1. The Hichtin’s hamiltonian system induces an isomorphism of
commutative C-algebras:
Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)
h∗
≃ Γ(T ∗BunD−flG,X , O).
3 A uniformization of a modular stack
Throughout the paper, we will use the following notations. The loop group LG
and the regular loop group L+G are defined to be
LG = G(C((t))), L+G = G(C[[t]]),
respectively. Let ev0 be the evaluation map:
L+G
ev0−→ G, ev0(A) = A(0),
and we set
L0G = Ker[L+G
ev0−→ G].
Let B+ be the upper Borel subgroup of G and we put
Bˆ+ = ev
−1
0 (B+).
Also we will consider the corresponding Lie algebras:
• LG = G⊗C C((t)) : the loop algebra.
• L+G = G⊗C C[[t]] : the regular loop algebra.
• L0G = G⊗C tC[[t]].
• Bˆ+ = B+ ⊕ L0G.
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3.1 The vacuum module of the critical level
We will consider a central extension
0→ CK → GˆN → (LG)
⊕N → 0 (5)
which is defined in the following way. Let
A = (A1 ⊗ f1, · · · , AN ⊗ fN ), B = (B1 ⊗ g1, · · · , BN ⊗ gN),
where
Ai, Bj ∈ G, fi, gj ∈ C((t))
be elements of (LG)⊕N . Then their commutator is defined to be
[A, B] = ([A1, B1]⊗f1g1, · · · , [AN , BN ]⊗fNgN)−{
N∑
i=1
Tr(AiBi)·Rest=0(fi·dgi)}·K.
When N = 1 we set
Gˆ = Gˆ1.
Obviously (5) splits over (L+G)
⊕N . We put
Y = X \ {z1, · · · , zN},
and
G(Y ) = G⊗C Γ(Y, O),
which is imbedded in (LG)⊕N by the Taylor expansion. Let us observe that (5)
also splits over G(Y ) by the residue theorem. Hence we may consider them as
Lie subalgebra of GˆN .
Let U(GˆN ) be the universal envelopping algebra of GˆN and its reduction at
the critical level is defined to be
U−2(GˆN ) = U(GˆN )/(K + 2).
Let C−2 be a CK ⊕ (L0G)
⊕N -module which is isomorphic to C as an abstract
vector space whose action is defined to be
(L0G)
⊕N · C−2 = 0
and
K = −2.
Then we define the vacuum module V ac0−2 as
V ac0−2 = U−2(GˆN )⊗U(CK⊕(L0G)⊕N ) C−2,
and let v−2 be the the highest weight vector.
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3.2 A uniformization of a modular stack
Let BunD−frG,X be the modular stack over Aff/C,et which classifies isomorphism
classes of pairs
(P, {αi}),
where P is a principal G-bundle on X and αi is its trivialization zi:
G
αi
≃ P |zi .
(Such an N -tuple of trivializations will be called as a D-framing of P .) This
becomes a principal (B+)
N -bundle over BunD−flG,X by the morphism
BunD−frG,X
π
−→ BunD−flG,X ,
where
π((P, {αi})) = (P, {αi(B+)}).
By the Taylor expansion
G(Y ) = G(Γ(Y, O))
may be considered as a subgroup of (LG)N and we set
Z = (LG)N/G(Y ).
Then each of BunD−frG,X , Bun
D−fl
G,X and BunG,X has the following uniformization
as a stack in terms of Z([3] [12] [15]):
BunD−frG,X ≃ (L0G)
N\Z, BunD−flG,X ≃ (Bˆ+)
N\Z,
and
BunG,X ≃ (L+G)
N\Z.
Let ΘZ be the tangent sheaf of Z. Then the left action of (LG)
N on Z induces
a surjection
(LG)⊕N ⊗C OZ −→ ΘZ .
Combining with this the projection
GˆN −→ (LG)
⊕N ,
we obtain a surjective map
GˆN ⊗C OZ
α
−→ ΘZ ,
which will referred as the anchor map([2], [9] Appendix 3). We will consider
a OZ-module
J = GˆN ⊗C OZ/Kerα,
which is a central extension of ΘZ :
0→ OZ → J → ΘZ → 0.
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Now we set
D′Z = U(J )/(K + 2).
This is a sheaf of C-algebra on Z and the anchor map defines an algebra homo-
morphism
U−2(GˆN )
U(α)
−→ D′Z , (6)
which is compatible with the action of (L+G)
⊕N .
3.3 A sheaf of twisted differential operators on Bun
D−fl
G,X
Let us fix a theta characteristic κ of X . Namely we will fix a line bundle on X so
that κ⊗2 ≃ ΩX . Then it will determine a half canonical ω
⊗ 1
2 of BunG,X([15]).
Let
Z
τ
−→ BunG,X
be the projection. Then it is known that (τ∗D
′
Z)
(L+G)
N
is isomorphic to the
sheaf of differential operators D′ on ω⊗
1
2 ([3][6]).
For
λ = (λ1, · · · , λN ) ∈ Z
N ,
let O(λ) be the line bundle on (P1)N which is defined to be
O(λ) = p∗1OP1(λ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ p
∗
NOP1(λN ),
where pi is the projection to the i-th factor. Let S be an affine scheme defined
over C and let
X × S
pS
−→ S
be the projection. Then a principal G-bundle P on X × S induces a Cartesian
diagram
(P1)N × S −→ BunD−flG,X
↓ ↓
S
P
−→ BunG,X .
By definition, the restriction ω|S of the canonical sheaf ω of BunG,X to S is
given by
ω|S = det(RpS∗adP (G))
⊗(−1),
and in particular we have
ω⊗
1
2 |S = det(RpS∗adP (G))
⊗(− 1
2
).
(Note that in order to define the right hand side, it is necessary to choose a
theta characteristic.)
Now we define a line bundle Lλ on Bun
D−fl
G,X so that its restriction to (P
1)N×
S is equal to
p∗O(λ) ⊗ q∗(ω
1
2 |S),
where p (resp. q) be the projection onto (P1)N (resp. S). The sheaf of differen-
tial operators on Lλ will be denoted by D
′
D−fl,λ and let D
′
D−fl,λ be its global
sections. As before it has the following description in terms of the uniformiza-
tion.
Let
Z
τD−fr
−→ BunD−frG,X
be the projection and we put ([9] 16.2):
D′D−fr = (τD−fr∗D
′
Z)
(L0G)
N
.
This is a sheaf of differential operators on BunD−frG,X and let D
′
D−fr be the space
of its global sections. Since U(G)⊗N is a subalgebra of U−2(Gˆ), (6) induces a
homomorphism:
U(G)⊗N −→ D′Z .
Note that U(G)⊗N is invariant under the action of (L0G)
N and we have a
homomorphism
U(G)⊗N −→ D′D−fr. (7)
For an integer k, let Mk be the Verma module of G of the highest weight k with
the highest weight vector µk. We will consider a U(G)
⊗N -module
Mλ =Mλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗MλN ,
and let µλ be its highest weight vector:
µλ = µλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ µλN .
Using the map (7), one has the sheaf of twisted differential operators on BunD−flG,X
[π∗(D
′
D−fr ⊗U(G)⊗N Mλ)]
BN ,
which is easily seen to be isomorphic to D′D−fl,λ(cf. [6] 5.2).
4 The Beilinson-Drinfeld homomorphism
4.1 The Feigin-Frenkel isomorphism
We put
I = (L0G)
⊕N ,
which will be considered as a Lie subalgebra of GˆN . Let D˜G,N be the left
normalizer of U−2(GˆN ) · I in U−2(GˆN ) and we set
DG,N = D˜G,N/U−2(GˆN ) · I.
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Note that GN preserves both of U−2(GˆN ) · I and D˜G,N and therefore it acts on
DG,N . The map (6) induces a homomorphism(cf. [3]1.1.3)
DG,N −→ D
′
D−fr, (8)
which is compatible with the GN action. Putting
degX = 1
for any X ∈ (LG)⊕N , U−2(GˆN ) becomes a filtered algebra and DG,N has the
induced filtration. On the other hand D′D−fr possesses a filtration by the order
of a differential operator and (8) preserves these filtrations.
Let Σ(V ac0−2) be the space of singular vectors:
Σ(V ac0−2) = {x ∈ V ac
0
−2 | γ · x = 0 for γ ∈ I}.
Then the map
U−2(GˆN )
ǫ
−→ V ac0−2, ǫ(X) = X · v−2,
induces an isomorphism of vector spaces:
DG,N
ǫ′
≃ Σ(V ac0−2).
On the other hand, let Z−2(Gˆ) be the center of the local completion of U−2(GˆN )([7]).
Then Z−2(Gˆ)
⊗N acts on V ac0−2 and since Z−2(Gˆ) commutes with U−2(GˆN ) we
have a map
Z−2(Gˆ)
⊗N ρ−→ Σ(V ac0−2),
which is defined to be
ρ(Z) = Z · v−2, Z ∈ Z−2(Gˆ)
⊗N .
Thus we have a linear map:
Z−2(Gˆ)
⊗N ǫ
′−1◦ρ
−→ DG,N , (9)
which is checked to be a homomorphism of C-algebras. Note that the map (9)
is compatible with the action of GN . In particular since Z−2(Gˆ) is the center,
its image is contained in
D
BN
G,N = {x ∈ DG,N | b · x = x for b ∈ B
N}.
By [5] (see also [7] §12), it is known that Z−2(Gˆ) is isomorphic to a topological
completion of a polynomial algebra C[{Sm}m∈Z] generated by the Sugawara
operators {Sm}m∈Z. Thus we have obtained a homomorphism
C[{Sm}m∈Z]
⊗N −→ DB
N
G,N . (10)
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Since each Sm is an infinite sum of normally ordered quadratics of LG([9]
2.5.10), if we put
deg Sm = 2,
and give a filtration C[{Sm}m∈Z] by the degree, (10) becomes a filtered algebra
homomorphism.
We will use the following notations:
• D = SpecC[[t]] : a formal disc,
• D× = SpecC((t)) : a punctured formal disc.
Let cm be a linear functional on H
0(D×, Ω⊗2) which is defined to be
cm(q) = qm, for q =
∑
n∈Z
qnt
−n−2(dt)⊗2 ∈ H0(D×, Ω⊗2).
Then C[{Sm}m∈Z] is isomorphic to
Γ(H0(D×, Ω⊗2), O) ≃ C[{cm}m∈Z],
by a map
φ(Sm) = cm.
Thus (10) turns out to be a homomorphism:
Γ(H0(D×, Ω⊗2), O)⊗N
ψ
−→ DB
N
G,N .
For S ∈ Z−2(Gˆ), we put
S(i) = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ S ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ∈ Z−2(Gˆ)
⊗N ,
where S appears in the i-th place. Then by the reason of degree, we will find
S(i)m · v−2 = 0,
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ N and m > 0. Thus the homomorphism above factors through
Γ(H0(D, Ω⊗2(2O)), O)⊗N
ψ+
−→ DB
N
G,N . (11)
Here, in general for an integer k, H0(D, Ω⊗2(kO)) will stand for the space of
quadratic differentials on the formal disc which has a pole at the originO at most
k-th order. Note that Γ(H0(D, Ω⊗2(2O)), O) is isomorphic to C[{cm}m≤0].
Putting
deg cm = 2,
for anym, we will introduce a filtration on Γ(H0(D, Ω⊗2(2O)), O) ≃ C[{cm}m≤0].
Then (11) preserves the filtrations and combining it with (8), we will obtain a
filtered algebra homomorphism
Γ(H0(D, Ω⊗2(2O)), O)⊗N
β
−→ (D′D−fr)
BN . (12)
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4.2 The Beilinson-Drinfeld homomorphism
By definition of the Verma module, there is a surjection as U(G)⊗N -modules:
U(G)⊗N
ρλ
−→Mλ, (13)
which is defined to be
ρλ(X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗XN ) = (X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗XN ) · µλ.
The map (13) induces a homomorphism
D′D−fr ≃ D
′
D−fr ⊗U(G)⊗N U(G)
⊗N −→ D′D−fr ⊗U(G)⊗N Mλ,
which implies (cf. 3.3)
(π∗D
′
D−fr)
BN −→ [π∗(D
′
D−fr ⊗U(G)⊗N Mλ)]
BN ≃ D′D−fl,λ.
Taking global sections on BunD−flG,X , we have a homomorphism
(D′D−fr)
BN −→ D′D−fl,λ. (14)
Note that, by the construction, this preserves the filtrations. Combining (14)
with (12), we will obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. There is a homomorphism of algebras which preserves the
filtrations
Γ(H0(D, Ω⊗2(2O)), O)⊗N
βˆλ
−→ D′D−fl,λ.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we set
c(i)m = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ cm ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ∈ Γ(H
0(D, Ω⊗2(2O)), O)⊗N ,
where cm appears in the i-th place. Then it is easily checked ([6] 3.6 Example)
that
βˆλ(c
(i)
0 ) =
λi(λi + 2)
4
.
Thus Proposition 4.1 implies the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. There is a homomorphism of algebras which preserves the fil-
trations
Γ(H0(D, Ω⊗2(O)), O)⊗N
βλ
−→ D′D−fl,λ.
The homomorphism βλ will be referred as the Beilinson-Drinfeld homomor-
phism.
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5 A quantization of the Hitchin system
5.1 A quantization of the Hitchin’s hamiltonian system
Let
{f1, · · · , f3(g−1)+N}
be a basis of H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)) and for each i we put
deg fi = 2.
Then Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O) is isomorphic to a weighted polynomial ring
C[f1, · · · , f3(g−1)+N ].
Let Di be the formal disc at zi:
Di = SpecC[[ti]].
The restriction map
H0(X, Ω⊗2(D))
r
−→ ⊕Ni=1H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(O))
induces a surjective homomorphism
⊗Ni=1Γ(H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(O)), O)
r∗
−→ Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O),
which preserves the degree. As [3] 2.4.3 one may see that the Beilinson-Drinfeld
homomorphism yields a commutative diagram:
⊗Ni=1Γ(H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(O)), O)
Gr(βλ)
−→ Γ(T ∗BunD−flG,X , O)
‖ ↑ h∗
⊗Ni=1Γ(H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(O)), O)
r∗
−→ Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)
Here the right vertical arrow h∗ is induced by the Hitchin’s hamiltonian system,
which is an isomorphism as we have seen at Corollary 2.1. Since r∗ is sur-
jective, so is Gr(βλ). An easy induction argument with respect to the filtration
will show that βλ is surjective. In particular, we have obtained the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.1. D′D−fl,λ is a commutative ring.
Let F· be the filtration. For each fi, we choose δi ∈ F2(D
′
D−fl,λ) so that
[δi] = h
∗fi ∈ Gr
F
2 (D
′
D−fl,λ) ≃ Γ(Bun
D−fl
G,X , Sym
2(T ∗BunD−flG,X )),
where Sym2(T ∗BunD−flG,X ) is the symmetric square of the cotangent bundle of
BunD−flG,X . This defines a homomorphism
Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)
hλ−→ D′D−fl,λ, hλ(fi) = δi.
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which preserves the filtrations and that
Gr(hλ) = h
∗.
As before, by the induction argument with respect to the filtration, one can see
that hλ is surjective.
Lemma 5.1. hλ is injective.
Proof. If hλ were not injective, there is
x 6= 0 ∈ Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)
such that hλ(x) = 0. We take the minimal nonnegative integer i so that
x ∈ Fi \ Fi−1.
Here Fi denotes Fi(Γ(H
0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)). Let [x] be the element of GrFi ((Γ(H
0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)))
determined by x. By our choice of i, we have
[x] 6= 0. (15)
Now hλ(x) = 0 implies
h∗([x]) = Gr(hλ)([x]) = 0.
Since h∗ is an isomorphism, [x] must be 0. But this contradicts to (15).
△
Thus we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. There is an isomorphism of filtered algebras:
Γ(H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O)
hλ
≃ D′D−fl,λ,
such that
Gr(hλ) = h
∗.
Let
Ω⊗2(2D)
R−2
−→ CN
be a map which is defined to be
R−2(ω) = (Rest1=0(t1 · ω), · · · ,RestN=0(tN · ω)), ω ∈ Ω
⊗2(2D).
Then we have an exact sequence
0→ Ω⊗2(D)→ Ω⊗2(2D)
R−2
→ CN → 0. (16)
Note that the assumption for Ω(D) implies
H1(X, Ω⊗2(D)) = 0.
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Thus (16) induces an exact sequence
0→ H0(X, Ω⊗2(D))→ H0(X, Ω⊗2(2D))
R−2
→ CN → 0.
Now we put
∆(λi) =
λi(λi + 2)
4
,
and
∆(λ) = (∆(λ1), · · · ,∆(λN )) ∈ C
N .
Let us consider an affine variety
H∆(λ) = (R−2)
−1(∆(λ)).
This is a homogeneous space of H0(X, Ω⊗2(D)) and the translation by ∆(λ)
gives an isomorphism between Γ(H∆(λ), O) and Γ(H
0(X, Ω⊗2(D)), O) as fil-
tered algebras. Now Theorem 5.1 implies
Theorem 5.2. There is an isomorphism of C-algebras:
Γ(H∆(λ), O)
h+
λ
≃ D′D−fl,λ,
which preserves the filtrations and that
Gr(h+λ ) = h
∗.
The isomorphism h+λ will be referred as a quantization of the Hitchin’s hamil-
tonian system.
5.2 A generalization of the Beilinson-Drinfeld correspon-
dence
An element q of H∆(λ) defines a homomorphism of algebra:
Γ(H∆(λ), O)
fq
−→ C.
By Thorem 5.2, Ker fq may be considered as a kernel of D
′
D−fl,λ. We will
define a D-module Mq on Bun
D−fl
G,X to be
Mq = (D
′
D−fl,λ/Ker fq)⊗O L
−1
λ .
One may see that the chracteristic variety([4]) char(Mq) of Mq coinsides with
Nilp(cf. [3]5.1.2 Proposition). Proposition 2.2 implies the following theo-
rem.
Theorem 5.3. Mq is a holonomic D-module.
The correspondence which assigns the D-module Mq to q ∈ H∆(λ) will be
referred as a generalized Beilinson-Drinfeld correspondence.
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6 A localization functor
Let
Z
τD−fl
−→ BunD−flG,X ≃ Bˆ
N
+ \Z
be the projection. Using the map (6), one can associate a D-module ∆D−fl(M)
on BunD−flG,X to a U−2(GˆN )-module M by
∆D−fl(M) = [τD−fl∗(DZ′ ⊗U−2(GˆN ) M)]
BˆN+ .
The functor ∆D−fl will be referred as a localization functor ([9] 16.2). Let us
remember that G⊕N is a Lie subalgebra of GˆN . Therefore we have a homomor-
phism
U(G)⊗N −→ U−2(GˆN ),
and for λ = (λ1, · · · , λN ) ∈ Z
N , we may formMλ into U−2(GˆN )-moduleM−2,λ:
M−2,λ = U−2(GˆN )⊗U(G)⊗N Mλ.
As we have seen in 3.3, ∆D−fl(M−2,λ) is isomorphic to D
′
D−fl,λ.
Definition 6.1. We will call
q = (q1, · · · , qN) ∈ ⊕
N
i=1H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(2O))
is global if it is contained in the image of the Taylor expansion
H0(X, Ω⊗2(2D)) −→ ⊕Ni=1H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(2O)).
Also it will be called λ-admissible if it has a Taylor expansion
qi = qi(ti)dt
⊗2
such that
qi(ti) =
∆(λi)
t2i
+ · · · ,
for each i.
Let
q = (q1, · · · , qN) ∈ ⊕
N
i=1H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(2O))
be λ-admissible. It defines a homomorphism
⊗Ni=1Γ(H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(2O)), O)
fq
−→ C.
By the isomorphism of 4.2:
⊗Ni=1 Γ(H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(2O)), O)
φ
≃ C[{Sm}m≤0]
⊗N , (17)
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it may be considered as a homomorphism from C[{Sm}m≤0]
⊗N . Now let us
recall that each Sm is contained in the center of the local completion of U−2(GˆN )
and that it acts on M−2,λ. Hence we can consider a U−2(GˆN )-module M
q
−2,λ:
M q−2,λ =M−2,λ ⊗C[{Sm}m≤0]⊗N C.
Here we have regarded C as C[{Sm}m≤0]
⊗N -module via fq.
On the other hand, by the homomorphism βˆλ of Proposition 4.1, we have
a D-module on BunD−flG,X :
D′D−fl,λ ⊗⊗Ni=1Γ(H0(Di,Ω⊗2(2O)),O) C.
Proposition 6.1.
∆D−fl(M
q
−2,λ) ≃ D
′
D−fl,λ ⊗⊗Ni=1Γ(H0(Di,Ω⊗2(2O)),O) C.
Proof. By definition, we have
D′Z ⊗U−2(GˆN ) M
q
−2,λ ≃ (D
′
Z ⊗U−2(GˆN ) M−2,λ)⊗C[{Sm}m≤0]⊗N C.
The commutativity of Sm with the action of Bˆ
N
+ implies
[τD−fl∗(DZ′ ⊗U−2(GˆN ) M
q
−2,λ)]
BˆN+ ≃ [τD−fl∗(DZ′ ⊗U−2(GˆN ) M−2,λ)]
BˆN+ ⊗C[{Sm}m≤0]⊗N C
≃ D′D−fl,λ ⊗C[{Sm}m≤0]⊗N C.
Now the isomorphism (17) implies the desired result.
△
By Theorem 5.2, SpecD′D−fl,λ may be identified with H∆(λ) which is a closed
subvariety of ⊕Ni=1H
0(Di, Ω
⊗2(2O)) by the restriction map. Now the identity
βˆλ(c
(i)
0 ) = ∆(λi).
and Proposition 6.1 will imply the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. ∆D−fl(M
q
−2,λ) is nonzero if and only if q is global and λ-
admissible.
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